Racing Wheelchair
Created by 3 Collaborating
Companies
Yachiyo
Persistent pursuit of manufacturing techniques

Honda R&D
Honda R&D Sun
Test evaluation system
allowing no compromise

Thorough pursuit of
advanced technology

Yachiyo aims at the development of handicap sports and the establishment of in-house carbon technology. Based on our principle
that we want to share the joy of athletes going “even one second
faster” and “moving like the wind”, we engage in the manufacturing,
sales and collaborative research of higher quality and more evolved
carbon racing wheelchairs with the cooperation of Honda R&D Sun
Co., Ltd and Honda R&D Co., Ltd. by using our advanced technical
skills as a manufacturing company.

Wakako Tsuchida
Wheelchair athlete, part of Yachiyo

Wheelchair athletics is a high-speed sport integrating both the wheelchair and body.
The high vibration absorbability of the Carbon Racing Wheelchair flagship model
極 <KIWAMI> enables me to both have less fatigue during races and to show my best
performance until the end of the race. Plus, since my body's natural power is fully
conveyed through the racing wheelchair, it can bring out the maximum performance
in me. When I ride on 極 <KIWAMI>, it allows me to perform at my fullest. I would like
to take part in international races like the Paralympics and keep working hard for
further improvements in wheelchair racing.

Aug.2016

< Manufacturer Inquiries >
Racing Wheelchairs Customer Service Counter
Yachiyo Industry Co., Ltd.
2-2-11 Hirose-dai Sayama city Saitama prefecture Zip code 350-1328
TEL: +81 4 2954 8888
Mail: yachiyo_wcr@yachiyo-ind.co.jp

*Open 9:00-17:00 Weekdays
(Closed on Saturday, Sunday, national holidays and
long holidays)

Keep Challenging Your Possibilities with the Hybrid Racing Wheelchair

Flagship Model

Standard Model
odel

This Carbon Racing Wheelchair was developed for athletes
participating in international races through
the collaboration of 3 companies in Honda group.

This Hybrid Racing Wheelchair, which consists of a carbon main frame and aluminum
sheet frame, enables you to feel the pleasure of riding
based on the same design concept of our flagship
model, “極 ＜KIWAMI＞”.

*Original design of Yachiyo
*Optional wheels shown

Characteristics

3D Measurement Technology
We offer a special sheet frame that
perfectly fits to the athlete’s body.

*Original design of Yachiyo
*Optional wheels shown

Characteristics

Removable separate structure

Add a layer of vibration damping material

This racing wheelchair has a separate structure which consists
of both a carbon main frame and a sheet frame tightened with
adjustable bolts.

Adding a layer of vibration damping material to the carbon main
frame further improves riding comfort and running performance
Vibration damping material

* We will take the customer’s measurements at
our company.
*3D measurement is for 極 ＜KIWAMI＞ only.

CFRP
Removable

CFRP

Advanced CFRP Design Technology
Frame structure analysis based on
anticipated gravitational force.

Light Carbon Handrim
High roundness reduces
catch errors

*CFRP : carbon fiber reinforced plastics

*The Light Carbon Handrim is optional at an
additional cost.
*It can only be installed to our company's wheel
el
(Ultra-Light Carbon Wheel or Standard Wheel).
l).

Evaluation in Actual Races

Without a layer of vibration
damping material added

With a layer of vibration
damping material added

Vibration frequency
*Adding a layer of vibration damping material is optional at an additional cost.

Aluminum

By utilizing the properties of the composite
material and creating an optimal
layer design, we have created ultra-lightweight
carbon wheels and a vibration damping carbon frame.

Vibration of the racing wheelchairs

Become the World’s Top Athlete with the Carbon Racing Wheelchair using Advanced Technology

Equivalent Riding Comfort to the Flagship Model

Body
選手の乗り方に合わせたボディ設計
Design Tailored
Tailored To
To How
How Athletes
Athletes Ride
Ride

The deflection characteristics and vibration damping are
equivalent to that of the flagship model, "極 ＜KIWAMI＞".
As a result, high riding performance is provided.

We have 2 types of frames: the T frame and the U frame. You can
select either of them depending on how you would like to ride.

Seat Loading

U frame

T frame

Deflection characteristics
by using CAE

Time
Results of the racing wheelchair vibration measurement in an actual race

Materials

Carbon, and aluminum for the installation area

Size

360mm、370mm

Weight

120g *When a collar and washer are not installed

Color
Suggested
retail price

Carbon surface
1 set (2 handrims) ￥162,000 (8% tax included)

Amount of Deflection

Vibration
tion of the racing wheelc
wheelchairs

■Main Specs

Based on plenty of riding data,
we pursued ride comfort and driving
stability and improved upon
the accelerating performance and
top speed.

Standard Model
“挑 ＜IDOMI＞”
＜IDOMI
IDOMI＞”
Flagship Model
“極 ＜KIWAMI＞”

Main Specs

Main Specs
Shape

Frame

Name

極 ＜ＫＩＷＡＭＩ＞

Structure
Size
Weight
Color
Suggested retail price

Carbon monocoque frame, Carbon front fork
Frame length 1,750-1,850mm
Frame width 250-400mm

*Made-to-order

Wheel

Shape

Ultra-Light Carbon Wheel

Name

Carbon outer layer
ROHACELL® core

Structure
Size

8,000g (reference)

*When Ultra-Light Carbon Wheels are equipped

850g

Carbon surface

*Coloring options for your favorite colors are available at additional cost.

Carbon surface

*When handrims and tires are not equipped

Weight

*Coloring options for your favorite colors are available at additional cost

Color
From ￥2,160,000 (8% tax included)

挑 ＜ＩＤＯＭＩ＞

1 set (2 wheels)：￥540,000 (8% tax included)

*The above price of the 極 ＜KIWAMI＞ is for the frame without wheels. *Above price does not include maintenance and service costs, etc. *Please note that specs can change without notice.

Suggested retail price

Standard Wheel

Carbon main frame, Aluminum sheet frame
Aluminum front fork *Carbon front fork is optionally available (at additional cost)

Carbon outer layer
Carbon beam
Aluminum rim

Frame length：1,750mm, 1,800mm, 1,850mm
Frame width：270mm-420mm

27 inch

8,500g (reference)

1,200g

*Adding a layer of vibration damping material is optionally available (at additional cost)

27 inch

Wheel

Frame

*When Ultra-Light Carbon Wheels are equipped

Main frame is carbon surface
Aluminum part is alumite treated (black)
From ￥723,600 (8% tax included)

*Coloring options for your favorite colors are available
at additional cost.

*When handrims and tires are not equipped

Carbon surface
*Coloring options for your favorite colors are available at additional cost.

1 set (2 wheels)：￥302,400 (8% tax included)

*The above price of the 挑 ＜IDOMI＞ is for the frame without wheels. *Above price does not include maintenance and service costs, etc. *Please note that specs can change without notice.

